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INTRODUCTION
)n the last few years, many ideas, suggestions and proposals have been presented on
the subject of linear colliders and related technologies. The common denominator of this
activity points to the need for machines that sUelch present capabilities to a lew) that
would have been considered impractical or useless in the not-too-distant past For example,
an accelerator delivering low repetition rale electron bunches 100 U ( 1 0 "

l3

sec) long would

not have generated great interest in the high energy physics community fifteen years ago.
these bunch lengths (and shorter) are now essential for t*t~

colliders in the quantum beam

ilrahlung energy regime, Similar considerations apply to another basic parameter of A Imar.
i t . , the gradient: at a few tens of GeV final energy, and a gradient of 20-40 MV/m. thr
accelerator length ii kept within "reasonable" limits. But at 40 M V / m , a 1 TeV nwluno
wit) be 25 km long. In other words, the need for high-duty cycle, the fact that moderate
gradients were satisfactory and the availabilty of high-power RF sources all have controlled
the development of linear accelerators. The needs have now changed, hence the attempt to
find alternative solutions for short bunches and higher gradients.
One could catalog the various proposals submitted in broad eatagories: inverse effects.
collective acceleration, wakefieW mechanisms, pulse (switched) power, conventional and un
conventional RF sources, laser acceleration supported by microscopic structures, and combi
nations thereof of one or more of these. This catalog (of the available literature, by no means
complete) contains thirty-five rather distinguishable machines, according to our count. Of
these, only two are in the pulse power category.
Pulse power differs from RF only to the extent that the power compression stage of a
resonant cavity is replaced by fast (ultrafast) switching. The two approaches are, in essence,
the same: a potential difference between two conducting planes increases the energy of
* Work supported a? the Drpartmrat of tntro. contract DE-ACM-76SFO05I5
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the charged bunch traversing the planes. Pulse power eliminates the very expensive and
complicated conversion from wall plug to RF energy, and lends itself quite naturally to ihr
acceleration of very short bunches. On the other hand, there air "proven" techniques to
generate high peak power RF while subnaoosecond twitching is at a stage far from the
needs of a linear Accelerator. This paper i> devoted to the description of a new pulse- power
atru-ture, and to the proposal for a switching technique that appears to rill the requirements
of future high-gradient machine*.
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A switched power linae structure hat been suggested by Willis. The structure consists
of a set of parallel disks of radius R, with a hole in the center, where an electron beam is
accelerated by EM wave injected uniformly at the disk's periphery, with the appropriate
phase. The wave is spatially compressed while travelling towards the center; starting with
an electric field E , the energy gained by a charge q crossing trie gap g be!w«>» i»o disks
0

will be qGEog

Analytical calculitions have shown thai
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where H is the radius of the disks, rgc is the product of the risetime of the pulse times
the speed of light (the "space rise" of the putse). This expression is rigorously correct ir
the plates have no hole in the center: a case of little interest if an electron beam has to lie
accelerated. However, it can be shown that this expression is a good approximation if the
diameter of the hole is smaller than the gap between the plates. The v a |

JP

of G has brrn
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experimentally verified by Aronson tl a'. by varying TJI and by measuring the E field at
different radii.
A good approximation for G that includes the effect of the center hole on the accelerai ing
field is:

rj a JZEZ .
2

The reduction factor of -Jl is d u e to the experimentally measured value, when th<- hole
diameter is equal to the gap g.
2
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The electron bunch length required by future colliders must be very short, in onln to
achieve useful values of luminosity. Typical bunch lengths are of the ord«.of 1 2 mm or le»
in the "classic*!* beamstrahlung regime, and down to a few tens of microns in the "quantum"
beamilrahlung regime. This implies thai gap lengths in a pulse power structure should hr
small, i.r., of the order of a few millimeters; and since r/ic appears as g in the gain formula,
a serious restriction ia imposed on the pulse risetime, if reasonable efficiency is expected
The impedance seen from the periphery of a pair of disks is given by (Zo = 377 fi. W > y)

or 2 = 1 0 for g = .1 cm, R = 6 cm. The gain G for 3.3 on riselime will be 15.5. A gradient
of 200 MV/m will be obtained with ~ 13 kV pulse injected

Therefore, onr nwds 1000

switches/meter, each capable of 3.3 p» risetime with a current of 13 kA. Although the total
energy switched per meter of structure is small (.56 Joules), the peak power is 1.7 x 10"
watts!
In conclusion, the plurality of switches, the fast risetime needed, high peak power and
the required uniformity in switching (the wavtfront injected mutt be uniform around the
radius, or else transverse fields wilt be teen by the accelerated bunch) appear to be ralhrr
difficult goals to achieve simultaneously.
The new accelerating structure removes some of the difficulties of the radial line si rue I urc:
first of all, the new structure does not need an extremely fast riselimr to arlnrir high
gradients efficiently.
Furthermore, the switch configuration of the radial line structure is circular (around the
periphery of the disks); the switch of this new structure is rectilinear. This makes I he optica)
setup necessary lo drive the switch (with laser light) simpler and cheaper. The new structure
has two other advantages over the radial tine: it offers the possibility of implementing energy
recovery schemes without interfering with the switch; and for equal gradient, the energy/unit
3ength needed by the radial line is higher (for practical values of rue).
DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE
Consider a flat plate transmission line (Fig. ]), of width L, with initial inlereloctrodf
distance 0|, filled by a dielectric (relative dielectric constant «,). The two plates (anode

a

asd cathode) forming the line are not exactly parallel, but slightly converging, if., the
interelectrode distance decrease! at a shallow angle. A pulse of duration r is injected in llie
side shown as AA' in Pig. 1. The wavefront of the pulse is parallel to the direction A A'.
the electric field has the direction indicated. The pulse travels towards Bff, which forms
an angle 6 with AA' given by:
9
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The flat plate transmission line is cut into ribbons of width u>i, each starting at BB'. The
initial ribbon thickneu is j < gj (remember that the two plates are not parallel). Cont inuing
from left to right, both width and thickness of theribbonsare reduced conttnuosly, while the
ribbon is twisted 90°. After the twist, a bend of an angle 9 aligns the E field of every ribbon
in a straight path. The E field in the regions will be aligned and with the proper phase for
accelerating a charge (already) moving the velocity c, because of the delay inserted in each
section by Ea> (1) and because each transition transformer has the same delay. Figure 2 is
a shaded drawing of one section (equivalent to Fig. 1).
E F.eid

Figure 1: hometric new of Ike new pulsed structure. The central electrode on tht
left hand side is intended torepresentjcnematico/iy a Bluwn!ein*like pilar injection.
The $vntch in this case is aymbolieally snoton only on the upper left corner. In a
true •imrtvrt, the switch will be uniform along the center electrode.
A

Figure t:
•mteniei

Sh*de4 ire viae • / Fit- I (eoMtnuirtf line*). Tht team vitt be
thnttfh the hole* in Ike centra/ ration.

During the transition, the value of the dielectrk constant t, is lowered: this ran be done
by changing the dielectric mixture, or by using abort lections of dielectric with progressively
lower t,. The idea it to change the impedance from the value

*i

=

9\
y/ti «l + U>1

(2)

to the value of
2.

93

(3)

a* smoothly at possible, in order to minimise the amount of reflected powpr; Z, is the
impedance of a section of width u>t at the beginning of the line, 2j is the impedance at thr
accelerating region. At this point, it is dear that the structure can be described as a set of
cables pulsed in parallel and rearranged in series (with appropriate delays) so that starling
with a wave of amplitude Vt, the final accelerating potential will be:

(4)

• Hate: The expreamo* is a good approximation to the exact impeduitr value of • parallel plai* trin*IBMionliM
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Substituting 2, 3 in Eq. (4), we can write the equation for the gradient gain G

ti GO*

n fag* +

(5)

The (ravelling pulte appearing in the accelerating region has an electric field parallel to
".he direction of motion of (he electrons, but also a magnetic field that gives a trans vers**
impulse p± to the electron bunch. This effect can be compensated for by using the following
technique. The width of each ribbon t»j is larger than the gap ffj. so that thei? is n sparing
between each accelerating region. Suppose that wj 3f 3jj; in this case we can interleave
two more accelerating structu es rotated 120* from each other. If the V amplitude is the
0

same in every triplet of successive accelerating gaps, the transverse momentum gain »j, is
averaged to lero (see Fig. 3).
The three lines structure is thr min
imum required for averaging p to zero,
±

if the itriplines are continued after the
accelerating region. More generally, ne
glecting electrode's thickness, the value
of N
N =

Uii

gtcosB

(6)

must be an integer greater than* or equal
to three. This condition will completely
pack the length S with S/gi gaps
After the accelerating gap. the rib
bons are twisted again to form a flat trans
f IOHTT 3: Beam end view of three crossed
structures. Again, the Blumlein structun is shown tc indicate where the pulse
ti injected.

mission line; ia this manner the energy
of the electrical pulse left after accelera
tion can be recovered, or at least removed
8

REPRODUCED FROM BEST
AVAILABLE COPY
from the structure to avoid beating and/or

G » fc£2L
ft

damage to the twitch used la inject the

(8)

These expressions for (he gain do not contain the pulse risetime, or pulse length The as

pub*.

sumption made in Eq. (<} is that the twitted transit ion region it equivalent to a transformer,

There are many variants to the itruc

1

2

lure jusi described. For example, the UK

with voltage gain given by {ZffZ^ * ;

of a dielectric to control the delay of (be

the length f of the twitted transition. The putae length muil be longer tban — u^/c. 10 in

tbta is correct if the pulse length is much siiort« than

high voltage puUe is not strictly necessary.

sure proper reflection from the open end. A beam line end view of this configuration h in

The delay can br obtained in vacuum by

Fig- 5 (analogous to Fig. 3). To leave open the « d of tbe twisted sections may be necessar>

an appropriate length of the individual rib

at high energies, since the synchrotron radiation tota goes as V fl , and for large values of *)

bons. The geometry will be somewhat dif

this energy loss can be a substantia! fraction of the gradient.

1

Two effects have been neglected in Eqs, (7) and (8]. The first is due to the faci that the

ferent, and one loies the factor <J" in tbe

"open circuit" reflection coefficient is not exactly 4 1 , but a complicated funcliwi of the liw

gradient gain (t = 1).
r

Another variant ia to interrupt (leave

geometry and of tbe frequency component! present in the pulse. The second is due to the

open) the ribbons after the accelerating re

presence of a bole (iris) in the accelerating region. Tbe effect of the hole is to reduce the
field by come 50%

gion (tee Fig- 4). In this cave the pulse will
be reflected back, almoit completely; ** the
electric field will increase by a factor of two.
and the magnetic field will be reduced by
a Urge factor. We will interleave at least

Ftgun 4- Shadid eVnu'injj oj tin optn
litt ttructv"
Thf octtttrQtian 15 noic
/rem ie/l 1
.'«, through tht holt* at
the ttti 0} •< >.t

when J* '* *qual to the iris diameter (this reduction comes from numerical

simulation and from some measurement* done on the radial line transformer). A reasonable
and conservative guess for the contribution of Iheae losses is to replace the factor of l wo with
yfi in Eqs. (7) and (8). In conchwion:

three structure* in this caae, to compen

'•^vW*®

sate for the small residual magnetic field.
and to pack the accelerating region com
pletely The gradient gain of this configu.
ration (open end lines, completely packed)
will be:

c = *t J E S S . [

G 2 v5*J —
91
. and, as mentioned before, Eqa. (9) and (10) are good approximation! if:

7)

VW(#3 + ^ I

'

M (•"!/$]) - (us/jn) (which implies thai

(10)

Z, a 2f). the gradient fain can be approx
imated as:
* * T V (election corJKciea! of an open hate is frequeacy drpcaomt

Figure 5- Bram ttld virw oj tht ofmi
Itne cotr (unalogovf to Fig. St

C
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The energy/unit length of accelerator Deeded to obtain a given gradient can be calculated

u follows- The input impedance of each teclion a* seen from A A* (Fig. I) is
Z = -jt- — —

ar —=- —

(II)

For a voltage Vb injected in this line, the energy contained in the pulse of duration r is
J

V
€l - f- A

7
-

T

.

(12)

On a length S = L/oml of accelerator, we have a number of lines given by Eq. (6). so that
the total energy needed per unit length will be:

Using Eq. (9) we obtain the energy/unit length as a function of the final gradirol Ef
t

S

2Zo 9i + u)|

(N)

This expression can be simplified by:
1.

7 * (2nn/c) , minimum pulse length requirement.

2.

Z c = (J

3-

wi > Ji ,

0

1

.

so that Eq. (14) can be written aa:
-jr m fJfflUtfiDj+j,)

(15)

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The following is an exercise in designing a section of length S = 1 m, to give an idea
of the order of magnitude of the parameters involved, A more accurate optimization of the
machine requira a detailed knowledge of a few effects which are difficult to calculate- thr
interference between adjacent lines, the pulse spread while traversing the twisted .sections.
9

the actual reflection coefficient from the open end of the lines, etc. Furthermore, some of
the assumptions are somewhat arbitrary: the conditions given in Eq- (16), 2u> /r * r, h
z

just a rule of thumb to avoid improper reflections from the open end. The exact value of the
constant "2* depends, among other things, upon the actual pulse shape reaching I he open
end.
We will use a pulse length already achieved by Fletcher:* 100 pa. This pulv length
was obtained with a switch working in air at atmospheric pressure. The design gradient
(without beam loading) will be 300 MV/m, or about 20 times the present SLAC gradient
We will use a high frequency dielectric (c = 11, commercially available) to load the initial
r

section of the lines. The structure will have the open line configuration. The puis*' length
determines the value of mi [Eq. (16)]: tv> = 15 mm. The value of g is taken as 6 mm,
2

giving a reasonable aspect ratio for the accelerating portion of the lines. The number of
sections (N, Eq. (16)] is chosen, rather than tu^ for simplicity, we Uke N = 12, which will fix
urt = 70 mm (cos* - 0.953). The last dimension to select is o the inlerelectrode distance
l%

at the beginning of the sections. This parameter controls the impedance at the beginning
of the section!, the detailed structure of the pulse-forming Bfumlein structure, the gradient
gain and the voltage needed to obtain the desired gradient. For different values of g , wp
}

have:
Table 1.
9*
mm

2.

v,

G

ft

kV

f/pube
Joules

6

.68

4.87

370

231

10

114

6.44

466

219

IS

l.TO

8.14

553

206

20

2.27

9.68

620

194

The choice of ji will be dictated by the detailed design of the power compressor preced
ing the switch (probably a magnetic pulse sharpening system), and by the properties of the
10

•witch itself. At any rate, the energy handled by each switch is approximately 70 Joule*, or
2 ItW at )00 pps rate, quite a modest level for a switch operating in gas*
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RADIAL LINE
A N D THE NEW STRUCTURE
The energy needed by the new structure can be compared to the energy needed £g in a
radial line transformer, aa * function of the final gradient and risetime of the pulse-

% = £;% (**<+')

06)

If we specify the pulse length r as r * 2j/c, Eq. (16) becomes:
^

= «os-£?«(Tjrf + s) .

(17)

Comparing this expression to CtfS given by Eq. (M) (T = 2ti'i/c), we obtain, for the same
gap 92 = g:

8)

Since oi C W], the two structures will require the same energy when:

IS5= (
9

I +

2l)S_i .

0 9 )

9 ) »o

\

for u'j/p = 3, Tjc/p = 2.82; the value of T cfg drops rapidly, for IP»/O = 2, r^r/j = .91
K

COMPARISON WITH AN X B A N D LINAC
Recently* P. Wilson has presented a study of a linar working in the X band (11.42 GHz).
The value for eUstance is quoted as a = 10.5 x 10" V/Cm From Eq. (14) we can write the
elastance of the open line structure as (see Appendix):
9

(1 + A,)
J i i ^ i ,

=

•

(201

tflwj (1 + A3)

where J4J = si/wi, and Aj = #1/10. With the geometrical values of the previous example
(Table 1), w« obtain s m 3.89 x ! 0

M

V/cm (9, = 6 mm) and * s 4.61 x 1 0
1)

M

V/rm

3

(ji = 20 mm)- The elaslance parameter acales as ut ; a puUr with a risetime r contains
frequencies up to
1

2.2T

or S! 4.5 GHz (for T S: 100 pa). We conclude that part of the difference between th«* two
values of elastance is due to the frequency dependance, and that we rould obtain a valur of
4 equal to the X band linac for a pulae of 65 ps (instead of 100 ps) duration
TRANSIENT DISPERSION A N D ATTENUATION
The akin depth associated to a frequency / is given by
6 = k M

cm ;

* = 5 x 10

3

;

|21)

where p is the resistivity of the conductor (ft cm), / it the frequency (Hertz)

For Cu

at 4.5 GHz, h = 1.0 p. A length I of conductor with a width u> will present a skin depth
resistance of

R.J-

.

bw
This value has to be compared with the impedance of a parallel plate line
Z =

Znu>
3

The ratio B/Z tar a 1-m transmission line length is of the order of 4 x 10" ; hence, losses
due to skin depth are tmall. The attenuation due to the presence of d icier trie can be
approximated at
A = 9.1 x 10""/ «S ' V ^ * / m

.

(22)

for u = 11, t</6 = 4 x 10~* (a. commercial plastic dielectric material)
A = 0.6rf6/m 0 4.5 GHz .
We conclude that kisses are small for a line length of 20-30 on loaded with this dielcrlrir
12

4

Using fused silica (« « 4, and tg6 = 2 x I0" ), the attenuation will be reduced to
r

0.2 dt/m; other dielectrics (like tapphire) are expemive and difficult tu fabrirair in odd
shapes.
The use of a dielectric U probably needed to avoid field perturbations due to randomly
fluctuating field emission current!: even at very high electric fields, the short pulse duration
does not allow regenerative (avalanche) effects; but current due to field emission should
be kept conservatively below 1/10* of the main current flowing in the lines- Perhaps the
dielectric is not needed, or a surface treatment of the cathode may be sufficient
Finally, there is a small wavefront distortion introduced by the twist transition from the
beginning of each strip to the region where the E field has been rotated by 90". The center
of the transmission line will be shorter than the outer edges. Using the numbers given in
the numerical example, if the transition occurs in 20 cm, th*n the length difference amounts
to about 2 mm. If the average value of the dielectric coolant during the twist is nine {we
started at < = 11), the transit time difference is — 20 pi, which is small compared to the
r

pulie length.
GRADIENT LIMITS
Very little IF known about vacuum b;eakdown for short, •ubnanoseeond pulses. We found
only one reference in the literature in which nanosecond pultes were used to determine the
breakdown strength of small vacuum gaps. The interesting point of this experiment is that
field intensifying whiskers were identified visually as the breakdown initiators; furthermore
these whiskers were destroyed by short pulses (1 ns or less), and did not form again once
destroyed (again, for very short pulse durations). The authors found that for pulses < 5 ns
long, the breakdown field between Cu exceeded 1.4 x 10' V/m (80 kV on a 57-micron gap);
with W electrodes the field was 3 x 10* V/m for pulses leu than 1 ns (80 kV on 27 microns)
Whether the 3 x 1 0 ' V/m field can be held for a few picoseconds on a much larger area
and gap will have to be proven by experimentation. Nevertheless, the values reported are
encouraging.
Another limit, probably far from practically achievable gradients, is due to the melting
of the structure's surface. We will present here an order of magnitude estimate for a parallel
plate structure subjet to a pulse of duration T. The energy dissipated by a pulsr of duration
13

r it giwen by »'/?t, where R is tbe resistance due to akin effect. The •kin depth 6 -.. given
by Eq (21). For a parallel plate line, the volume heated wilt be u> 6 • t, w beinR thp width,
I the length of the structure. We can therefore write

Z ? ^

T

* ^AT»«

,

(2.1)

with C - specific heat of the electrodes (Joules/cc), AT = increase in temperature (°K)
t

This equation simplifiea aa (r/ — (1/2)]:

All metals hav« C % 2.5 to 3 Joules/cc. Tbe value of AT goes from 3200*K for refractory
w

metals (like W or l a ) to 1000'K for Cu. Equation (24) eatimates tbe temperature increase of
a very thin layer of conductor, under tbe assumptions that there is sufficient heat conduction
between two successive pulses to ignore the repetition rate dependence of A7\ The gradient
limit calculated according to Eq. (18) for AT = 3200 *K, C = 2.5 J/cc is E = 2.4 x
p

10* V/m. Notice that the units of E in Eq (24) are V/cm.
ANOTHER EXERCISE
We will repeat the calculations for a very high gradient machine; the measurements of
vacuum breakdown reported in the previous chapter (Ref. 6) have shown that 3 GeV/m is a
gradient that can be sustained between tungsten electrodes without breakdown. The pulse
length will be 10 ps, a factor of 10 shorter than tbe previous example. This pulse length
may be achievable with a gas avalanche switch triggered by a short-pulse UV l&ser. Thp
accelerating gap will be reduced to 0.5 mm, and consequently, all dimensions will be scak-d
down. For example, the transformer/transition section in the previous example was of (he
order of 30 cm, to iniure a "smooth* transition between the switch and the accelerating
gap. The same smoothness can be obtained by a 10-cnvlong transition, when the values of
in I and wi are 1.5 and 0.15 cm, respectively. Therefore, the shorter pulse will propagate
without appreciable losses (tx I da) through the shorter length of transition.
14

The number of sections for complete packing given by Eq. (6) is N = 30

l"oi an

accelerating gap of 0.5 mm, the electrode's thickness cannot be ignored, and the numlirt of
sections must br reduced. Of course, the effective average gradient will be redum), a* wrll
a* the energy/unit length. By selecting N ~ 16, we allow for elrctrode thirknrss and sonw
•pacing between each gap, or between a complete set of gaps The average gradient will be
reduced to l.S GeV/m. The geometrical dimensions are 43 follows;
Table 2.
Parameter

Dimension

ffi

15 mm

Si

0.5 mm

Wj

15 mm

utj

1.5 mm

N

1$

<r

11

T = 2u"j/c

10 ps

Prom these numbers, we obtainG = 54.6
V = 824 kV
0

CfS = 65J/m .
Each switch (there are 16 of them) will control 4 J, or 480 watts «t 120 pps.
Figure 6 is a very simplified drawing of the structure. Only six (out of-sixteen) units arc
drawn, and of these, only two are complete with the Blumlcin structure.
An approximate scale is indicated. Also, the dimension (length) of the Blumkin elertrodr
is greatly exaggerated for clarity, hi practice, the electrode length is only 3 mm
IS

1 cm

149
5S4M3B

Figure 6: Sketch of m hi«A>fnjrfient machine. Only $iz units (ovt of sixteen). Thr
fioo top units en complete with the Btumletn ttnctvre. Acceleration occurs «n thr
center, where alt transition tnruformera converge.
SWITCHING
The key ingredient for a pulse power machine it the capability of ultrafast, reliable
•witching of very large currents, at moderately high voltages. We want to propose a gas
avalanche switch (GAS) as a possible candidate; preliminary calculations show thai thr
risetime obtainable » within the range of a few picoseconds, when switching the Urge current
needed to drive a pulse power structure. We wil) give a description of the switching in a
16

medium, starting from an elementary, idealizrd case. For a more detailed study of tW
problem, see Hef. 13.
Consider a volume enclosed by two electrodes of area A, a distance « apart forming a
condenser charged at voltage V , and of capacity C. Let us ionize the medium uniformly in
0

3

an infinitely abort time, with a density of free charges d (Coulombs/m ). The electrons will
begin to move with velocity v towards the anode (ion* are ~ stationary), and after a time (
given by
vAd
the capacitor will be completely discharged. The calculi lion is nut correct because it assumes
constant drift veiority of the electrons: actually, while the electric field in the condenser
decreases, the velocity will decrease as well. If we assume that the electron mobility is
constant, i.e.,
v = pE

,

then a simple calculation shows thai the electric field will decrease with time as

£(I)

*. EQ t

*'*

,

i.e., with a time constant r = (ea/dp) (exactly equal to 1 in Eq. (25)].
2

1

A risetimeof 5 ps will be obtained wilhd = 1.8x10"* Coulomb/cc and it = .1 m V~* sec' .
The charge density implies an ionization level of 4.2 x I0~* for gas at NTP; the value quoted
for the mobility is fairly typical for a gas. From these elementary considerations, one can
conclude that given t fast source of ionization (like a 1-pi laser pulse) with sufficient energy
to ionize a medium (with some quantum efficiency) the twitching of an electrical pulse can
be obtained.
The energy efficiency of this switch, however, is rather poor; the generation of a 1 -ps laser
s

pulse may have an efficiency (wall plug to light) as small *a 10~ . The quantum efficiency
in a medium is also very smalt, with only one notable exception, i.e., in a semiconductor.
t Ratio of number of ionised siotm/nvimber of neutral •torrw
17

Switching in semiconductors his been achieved with impressive speed (a few picoseconds).
but at low volugc* • - too low for our applications.
So far we have ignored the possibility of avalanche multiplication. In a gas, avalanche
multiplication reduces the number of electrons to be generated by the laser, provided that
the time of the avalanche growth is sufficiently fast. One electron drifting in a gas will
multiply to N electrons according to:
N(t) = e"*

,

where a is the first Townsend coefficient, v is the electron drift velocity, and 1 is the time.
Both o and u are known (measured) functions of the ratio Efp (electric field/pressure). The
drift velocity t> depends only (with good approximation) on £/p, i.e..

v = MEfp) .
The first Townsend coefficient Q is the inverse of the mean free path for ionizing collisions;
the collision cross section is only a function of the drifting electron energy, i.e., it is constant
for constant Efp;
o = PME/P)

,

because the number of scattering centers goes as p. The product 1/or is the time that it
takes to increase the number of electrons in the avalanche by e. From the two previous
relations we conclude that
— (x - for Efp e= constant
QV

p

Hence, increasing p and E so that Efp = constant should decrease the avalanche growth
ame proportionally top.
In these conditions the voltage will be applied to the switch for a very short time (less
than 1 ns) to minimize the probability of prefiring on an single electron emitted by the
cathode. This probability can be minimized by;
I,

applying thr field for a very short time;
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2.

reducing the field on the cathode;

3.

coating the cathode surface with an insulator.

Point 1 implies charging a few picofarads in a fraction of a nanosecond; quite a standard
requirement for pulse power. The field reduction on the cathode surface can be obtained by
shaping the electrodes.
CONCLUSIONS
A new pulse power structure has been described that utilizes an easily accessible recti
linear switch. The new structure is more "forgiving" (as far as risetime is concerned) than
the radial tine transformer, and contains fewer switching structures/unit length. The combi
nation of the new structure with the switch proposed seems to offer interesting possibilities
for a future linear collider.
APPENDIX
Calculation of elastance; The elastance parameter is defined as
2

E

* - Tfs '
where E is the accelerating field, and £/$ is the energy injected in a structure per unit length
of accelerator. For RF-driven machines, s is proportional to the square of the frequency:

2

s = Aw

-
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For the SLAC-type structure A = 2.310 ", a in VfC - m . For pulse power structures, an
approximate calculation of a is straightforward. We will start with the radial line transformer
•case, i.e.. a structure made of parallel disks with a switch on the disk's periphery.
/. length S of accelerator contains Sfg sections, g being the gap between adjacent disks;
the thickness of each disk is assumed to be negligible. TLc impedance seen at the disk's
periphery (radius A) is
Z

= «• KH
19

•

M»>

We calculate thr energy/unit length as

where r is the pulse duration and V, m the voltage injected at every disk's periphery. Herall
the gradient gain (corrected for the presenter of the iris);

G

-

2

\I=TTJ
V * +
T

•

C

M-31

So that we can express V, as a function of £ / , the final gradient, i.e.:

We obtain Eq. (17) by combining Eqs. (AA), (4.3) and {A.2). Assuming that r = 2g/c, we
l

can write (ZQC = otn )
-J- = « 0 $ £7 (Ttf C + ff)

Finally, since
£(S

'

we have, for the radia! line distance:

We can proceed along the same line to calculate the elastance for the proposed structure. If
we inject a pulse of amplitude Vo on a length S, we need an energy [Eq. (12)]:
V-

we now replace Vo in terms of £ / , using Eq. (9) for the gradient gain, and take into account
20

that th* valtre *-1 JV is [Eq. (6)}:

and obtain, for a pulse length of 2u»j/c:

With 4 i = J|/W| i ^3 ~ SzfwZ-

The expressions for the elastance presente ,iere are approximate, because the effective
accelerating field is less than the calculated value, due to the presence of th« holes through
which the beam is accelerated. The accelerating field/calculated field ratio is a function of
rfg only (radius of the hole/accelerating gap):

~

&cafr

= 7 = lir/9)

;

7 is unity for r/g = 0, and zero for r/g = 00. The exact beh^'iour of -f{rfg) requires detailed
modeling of the actual structure. As a first guess, with some support from calcualions and
experimental data, we have taken 7 = l/\/2.
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account yf wurk sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, ur assumes an," legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any inform&;.on, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infn.igc privately owned rights, Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacture! ir otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, oi favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of autnots expressed herein do not necessarily state ur reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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